for member libraries and will demonstrate their system in mid-1981. OCLC data has been successfully transferred to many local circulation systems.
RLGIRLIN
RLIN does not anticipate offering local circulation services for member libraries. RLIN data has been successfully transferred to several local circulation systems.
WLN
WLN does not anticipate offering local circulation systems on their computer for member libraries. WLN data has been successfully transferred to local circulation systems and an agreement has been reached with DATAPHASE, a computerized circulation system vendor, to discount purchase of their system by WLN member libraries.
Public Online Catalogs
Again, none of the bibliographic utilities under consideration currently support public online catalogs of an individual library's collection. A public online catalog requires further programming in order to make it easy for the public to locate materials of interest without extensive training; the bibliographic utility's searching procedures are too esoteric to be used by the general public. As in circulation, issues of data transferability and full retrospective conversion of the UO Library's catalog are paramount.
OCLC
OCLC does not currently encourage public access to their database and does not support use of local online catalogs on their computer due to the tremendous demand for computer resources exerted by 2400 member libraries. OCLC and RLG/RLIN are participating in a study of user requirements for a public online catalog. OCLC data has been successfully transferred to several local online catalogs, including Eugene Public Library's circulation and online catalog system, ULISYS.
RLG!RLIN
RLIN anticipates being able to offer public access to their database. They are participating in a study with OCLC of user requirements for such a system, but no date has been announced for the development of this capability in RLIN. RLIN data has been successfully transferred to a local public online catalog at Northwestern University.
WLN
WLN does not believe that a local online patron accessed catalog should be provided through the WLN computer, even though they anticipate having such a capability within one year. Instead, they encourage libraries to develop local systems for public access to the online computerized catalog and to obtain data from the WLN cataloging system. The University of Illinois is adapting the WLN computer search and database management software to provide a local online catalog and computerassisted instruction in its use for the public.
INTRODUCTION
A data cassette recorder connected to a printer port is an effective, low-cost method of collecting data in machine-readable form from display terminals such as the OCLC 100/105.
It is important that a data recorder be used rather than an audio recorder although the cassette itself can be a goodquality audio tape. It is also important to note that the data recorded on the tape are not the same as the data originally transmitted to the display terminal, but are simply a line-by-line image of what appears on the screen. A typical installation will have a minimum of two devices: one attached to the display terminal to collect data, and one attached to a printer or an input device to another computer for playback of the data.
There are more than 150 various data recording devices on the market. This checklist is prescriptive in nature, outlining and describing those features that are necessary or desirable for a typical application. In addition to features, environmental considerations are briefly mentioned along with information for the purchase, lease, or rental of data equipment.
FEATURES
In general, featu.res must be compatible between all devices used for recording and playback in a given application. Some features that are desirable for certain applications are unnecessary or inappropriate for others.
Recording Media
The Phillips cassette is most widely used and may be interchanged between the recorders of different manufacturers that utilize it. The cartridge (either 3M or a vendor proprietary cartridge) is gaining popularity because of its greater storage and transfer rates, but as yet is not widely used.
Code
Most print ports on display terminals use ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Exchange) data code. The recorder selected should use the same.
Interfaces
The cassette recorder has an "in" plug to accept data. This must be compatible with the print port on the terminal-usually RS232C. The "out" plug on the recorder sends the recorded data to a printer or to a computer. This interface should also be RS232C.
Recording Characteristics
a. 
